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B lue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida evolved from the financial crisis of the 1930's. During this period, many individuals were 
unable to pay for necessary hospitalization. With large, fixed 
capital costs and an increasingly limited base of patients able to pay for 
care, many hospitals faced the possibility of closing their doors. This 
threatened Floridians' continuing access to health care. 
In 1944, a community-based health service plan, that later became 
Blue Cross of Florida, was created to ensure the public's continued 
access to hospital care. This organization established a prepayment 
mechanism to help Floridians budget their health care dollars. When the 
prepayments were combined, they formed a pool of resources that was 
large enough to provide service benefits for all members. The public 
acceptance and success of this program led to the development of 
a similar plan to finance physician services, later called Blue Shield 
of Florida. 
In ensuing years, Blue Cross of Florida and Blue Shield of Florida 
expanded health care coverage and designed programs to keep pace 
with changing needs. When health care costs escalated in the 1970's, the 
two companies focused efforts on curbing the rate of increase. To better 
meet customer needs, the two companies consolidated to form Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. in 1980. A change in corporate 
form was necessary to respond to customer demands for new and varied 
health financing programs; in 1982 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida became a not-for-profit mutual insurance company. 
Today, Florida's health care system is undergoing major and wide-
spread change. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida is directing and 
managing the changes to help shape improvements in the health care 
system and to provide its members with innovative, cost-effective health 
care financing programs. 
During 1984, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida operated in the 
twin throes of revolution in the financing and delivery of health care. 
Profound change in the health care system and its environment had a 
major impact on the corporation's 1984 planning, programs, products 
and performance. The following report highlights the driving forces 
behind change and the response of the health care marketplace, which 
are integral to the understanding of how Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida managed change for the benefit of its members. 
More than 40 years of experience has given the company a special 
understanding of Floridians' health care needs. With sights set on the 
future, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida will continue to innovate, 
while building on what has worked in the past, to help lead Florida into 









In recent years, a combination of economic, political, demographic 
and social forces has resulted in major changes in both the financing and 
delivery of health care. The effects of these changes became highly 
visible in the health care marketplace during 1984. 
For example, concerns of the past focused on access to health care 
without regard to cost-efficiency in health care delivery. With the 
growth of health care financing programs, the marketplace encouraged 
almost limitless expansion of services in the treatment of patients. 
But today, innovations in health care financing offer providers incen-
tives to restrain expenditures. Directly or through their insurers, buyers 
are exerting mounting pressure to control the rate of increase in health 
care costs. 
Although the rate of increase declined in 1984, health care costs 
continued to escalate faster than the general rate of inflation. Some, 
hoping for immediate relief, sought regulatory intervention through 
price-setting. As a result, state mandated hospital rates were the object of 
continuing interest as we entered the 1984 state legislative session. 
As proponents of a free-market approach to controlling health care 
cost increases, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida continued to urge 
market reform through stimulation of competition. At the same time, we 
emphasized the need to manage both the price and use of services in 
order to effectively control costs. Pointing to the experiences of other 
states, we argued that price-setting through government rate regulation 
would remove incentives for efficient and effective use of services. 
During the first half of 1984, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
worked closely with legislators, government agencies and other market-
place participants to develop public policy that would encourage 
competition in health care finance and delivery. 
Our gathering data, performing analyses and informing the state 
legislators were well worth the effort. The resulting "Health Care 
Consumer Protection and Awareness Act ," signed by Governor Graham 
in May, supported the competitive approach to cost containment. 
Already, marketplace innovations are stimulating greater price compe-
tition in Florida's health care system. As long as these forces are allowed 
to thrive, we are optimistic that the declining rate of increase experienced 
in 1984 will become the trend of the future. 
Medicare's landmark change to a prospective payment system for 
hospitals was the most significant factor in tempering cost increases in 
1984. This change had particular importance in Florida, where on 
average about 50 percent of all hospital admissions are Medicare 
patients, ranging much higher in certain parts of our state. Medicare's 
fixed payments based on Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGs) have 
encouraged hospitals and physicians to become more cost-efficient in 
the treatment of Medicare patients. In fact, practice patterns for all 
patient segments have been changing. This resulted in declining hospital 
admission rates and shortened hospital stays dµring 1984. 
Growing consumer acceptance of new modes in the delivery of 
health care also contributed to a decline in inpatient hospital use in 
1984. New technologies and improved techniques allow many medical 
procedures, that previously required hospitalization, to be performed on 
an outpatient basis. With this in mind, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida developed benefit structures and utilization review programs 
that encourage use of less costly settings whenever appropriate. 
The distinctions between financing and delivery of health care are 
blurring, as efforts are made to better manage both price and use of 
health care. For example, development of Health Maintenance Organi-
zations (HMOs) and Preferred Provider Organizations (PPOs) has 
allowed Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida to become more involved 
in delivery of health care. And traditional deliverers of care, like 
hospitals, are forming their own HMOs and PPOs, thereby financing the 
care they also deliver. 
Competition flourished among growing numbers of innovators 
seeking contractual agreements with providers. To adapt to changing 
relationships with hospitals and physicians, Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida restructured its board of directors in 1984. With a smaller size, 
fewer physicians and no actively serving hospital administrators, the 
newly structured board is better positioned to steer the corporation into 
a competitive position in the open marketplace without the risk of 
conflict of interest. The overwhelming public majority will better reflect 
customers' needs in policy-making. 
Today, health care financing is no longer "business as usual." 
We face intense competition from the huge commercial insurance 
companies and large corporate providers. We must design strategies that 
build on our unique knowledge of our various market segments. Our 
long-term success will be measured by how well we use that knowledge 
to gain competitive advantages. 
Within this new marketplace, we will continue to be guided by the 
principles on whkh Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida was founded. 
Our mission remains constant: to provide our members with access to 
quality health care at the lowest possible prices. 
/;~~ 
G. Hunter Gibbons 
Chairman of the Board 
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
While meeting the day-to-day demands of our ongoing business 
operations during 1984, we prepared for the future with a renewed 
focus and vitality. Increased competition and escalating change in the 
marketplace required numerous adjustments to our corporate strategies 
and plans. 
A thorough analysis of the environmental factors impacting our 
business was conducted. We examined each of our market segments, 
identifying specific needs, opportunities and barriers. To assure that our 
programs and products would remain responsive to our customers, we 
went out into the marketplace to listen and learn more about their 
needs. 
For example, our first four member advisory councils were estab-
lished in 1984. These councils are composed both of decision-makers 
from many of our group customers and of individuals who purchase our 
insurance directly. The valuable input we have obtained from these 
panels helps us to understand the benefit, service and cost needs and 
expectations of our customers. These ongoing forums also help us to 
keep our customers abreast of how we are addressing their concerns. 
We also developed an advertising campaign that encouraged 
Floridians to write to us about their needs and concerns. Personal atten-
tion was given to each letter we received. Based on a successful test of 
the campaign during 1984, we will expand this advertising statewide 
during 1985. Analyses of the letters we receive will help Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida to respond to differences among market segments 
and communities. 
Our success in meeting our customers ' needs depends on the 
ongoing effectiveness of the people in our organization. Because we 
operate a complex business in a rapidly changing environment, during 
1984 we conducted an extensive organizational audit to identify our 
strengths and needed improvements to meet new competitive challenges. 
Based on the evaluation of this audit, we began developing strategies 
and plans to ensure that our internal organization effectively adapts to 
continuing external changes. During 1985, we will include improvements 
to our organizational structure, our human resource capabilities and our 
management processes. 
In designing a business strategy for the times, we sought to add 
value to our products by offering customers the services, terms and con-
ditions they demand at competitive prices. In our business strategy, we 
established four corporate-wide priorities: superior customer service, 
management of health care claims costs, community leadership and 
financial effectiveness. We challenged our employees to bring to their 
jobs a renewed vitality and commitment to meet these priorities. They 
responded with a spirit of cooperation and innovation that helped the 
corporation make significant progress in 1984. 
Our strategies to manage health care costs include development of 
HMOs and Preferred Patient CaresM PPOs, as well as stronger price and 
benefits management for our more traditional insurance programs. 
During 1984, representatives of the corporation served in several 
key health care advisory roles. This included continued representation 
on the Hospital Cost Containment Board and the Governor's Task Force 
on Competition and Consumer Choices in Health Care. In addition, 
employees from each of our 16 district offices participated in communi-
ty health-related activities, such as health and consumer fairs , public 
presentations and health planning boards. 
The significant decline in the rate of medical cost increases allowed 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida to improve its financial position 
during 1984. With a 1984 contribution of almost $73 million to 
reserves, the corporation's reserve level now approximates the industry 
standard of three months of average operational and claims expenses. 
The improvements in our reserve level during 1984 will better enable 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield to make the major investments needed to 
develop health maintenance organizations, preferred provider organiza-
tions, new computer systems and other innovative ventures to meet the 
future needs of our customers. 
The scope of change we faced in 1984 created many difficult 
challenges, but our employees responded with dedication and hard 
work. Having set our sights on long-term success, we view such change 
as an opportunity to help mold the future shape of Florida's health 
care system. 
William E. Flaherty 
President and 
Chief Executive Officer 
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THE DRIVING FORCES OF CHANGE 
From the 1940's to the early 1960's, health insurance gained 
popularity and acceptance. Most of the costs were paid by employers as 
health insurance increasingly was added to employee benefit programs. 
With the advent of Medicare, most of the population had some type of 
health care protection by the late 1960's. 
During this period, hundreds of insurers entered Florida's rapidly 
growing health care financing market. Both private insurance and 
Medicare matched public demand for prepaid health care with broad 
benefit packages. These programs offered no real incentives for cost-
efficient delivery of health care. With predominantly unskilled 
employees, long work hours and low wages, hospitals were assumed to 
be efficient. 
In total spending, health care grew to one of the largest industries in 
both the U.S. and Florida. Financial incentives and public expectations 
encouraged providers to do everything they could rather than merely 
what was required to treat a patient. Insulated from the true costs of 
services, patients willingly allowed their physicians to make the choices. 
As more services were performed with increased access, health care 
costs climbed. 
The number of hospital employees per patient day nearly tripled 
from 1955 to 1975. With shortened work weeks, higher technology, 
minimum wage impositions, general inflation and administrative 
bureaucracies to handle increasingly complex insurance programs, 
hospitals incurred higher expenses and raised their prices. These 
increases were paid primarily by employers through higher insurance 
premiums and by the federal government through Medicare's cost-based 
reimbursement program. 
Between 1970 and 1980, the number of hospital beds in Florida 
increased 16 percent faster than the population. Hospital expansion 
produced an excess of beds in many areas of the state. With high, fixed 
capital costs and empty beds, hospitals further inflated prices and began 
competing for patients. Sharp enrollment expansion in medical schools 
Employer attempts to contain health care cost increases through 
higher deductibles and employee co-payments provided a one-time 
savings but did little to solve the basic problem. Many employers shifted 
to self-insurance, eroding the base of health insurance customers. As a 
result , competition among health insurers intensified. 
To more effectively compete, insurers sought new ways to meet 
customer demands for better management of health care costs. Growing 
attention was given to HM Os and reimbursement experiments that 
proved fundamental changes in incentives could result in more judicious 
health care spending. 
Moving into the 1980's, health care costs continued to escalate 
faster than the rate of general inflation. With a growing federal deficit 
and a jeopardized Health Insurance Trust Fund, the government sought 
to control increases in health care spending through the power of a free 
market. By lessening barriers to competition and creating a prospective 
hospital payment system that ignores most cost differences, the federal 
government stimulated fundamental market reform in health care. 
Prospectively set payments, indexed to a reduced rate of increase, 
rolled back the price escalation experienced over the past few years. The 
prospective payment system changed the basic incentives for health care 
providers. Because hospitals either experienced a gain or loss based on 
the difference between Medicare's fixed price and the actual cost of 
treatment , hospitals strongly encouraged physicians to become more 
efficient in caring for Medicare patients. The result of this increased 
scrutiny was both a shorter average length-of-stay and fewer hospital 
admissions. Overall, hospital care became more efficient as physicians 
changed their practice patterns for all patient segments. 
This new incentive system, timed with an excessive supply of 
hospitals and physicians, ignited intense price competition within 
Florida's health care marketplace in 1984. 
during the 1970's resulted in higher concentrations of physicians in "'"'-- - ---::--.,,,_.=13~ 
parts of Florida and sparked competition for patients among health r- ·- -
care professionals. 
Employers, whose profits eroded under inflation during the 1970's, 
could no longer absorb the higher premiums required by rising health care 
costs. Premium costs were further aggravated by state mandated benefits 
for various provider services. These providers argued their services were 
cost-effective on a single incident basis. But mandating benefits for these 
services added aggregate cost to the health care system. 
MANAGING CHANGE IN A 
COMPETITIVE MARKETPLACE 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida responded to marketplace 
change with a broader range of choices in health care delivery and 
financing. Besides forming preferred provider organizations and health 
maintenance organizations, the corporation developed and implemented 
cost management programs to meet customers' demands for 
traditional health insurance at reasonable prices. 
ENHANCING TRADITIONAL PRODUCTS 
In late 1984, Blue Cross and Blue Shield developed a pre-admission 
certification program. This cost containment feature requires pre-admission 
review of all elective inpatient procedures to determine if they can be 
performed safely and more cost-effectively in an outpatient facility. The 
program is being refined for each community; local physician panels 
review and agree to medical criteria 
most appropriate by local 
standards. Already available 
to employer group plans, 
pre-admission certifica-
tion will soon be offered 
one of the six products now offered in the consolidated line. 
To meet varying price and coverage needs of individuals who buy 
their own insurance, Blue Cross and Blue Shield developed additional 
options for two of its traditional products. A lower-cost Medicare 
supplement, Complementary Coverage I, is now being offered in addition 
to the company's Complementary Coverage II. A third Complementary 
Coverage option was developed in 1984 and will be available in 1985; 
this option will provide benefits beyond the scope of Medicare to senior 
citizens. Individuals under age-65 now can select from three Dimension III 
options with varying premiums and shared costs. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida also changed to more 
competitive and equitable rating systems for Complementary Coverage 
and Dimension III. Complementary Coverage rates now are based on 
age at enrollment to better reflect customers ' risk while offering rate 
advantages to continuing customers. Because health care costs significantly 
differ among Florida's various regions, geographic factors were included 
in the rating system for Dimension III. As a result, Dimension III rates 
better reflect individuals' likely costs of obtaining health care services. 
PRODUCTS THAT MEET CHANGING NEEDS 
Although consumers increasingly accepted new delivery and 
~ financing concepts, some sought more flexible reimbursement alterna-
~ tives to HM Os. To meet the needs of this growing segment, Blue Cross for non-group insurance policies other than Medicare 
supplements. , .~_. ........ , and Blue Shield of Florida shifted many of its corporate resources 
Products offered to 
employer groups of 10 to 199 
employees were consolidated 
during 1984 to provide better 
service and cost management 
to customers. Approximately 
1,500 groups were transferred 
upon their 
renewal to 
towards the development of PPOs during 1984. Preferred Patient Care, 
the company's PPO option, places consumers, employers, physicians, 
hospitals and Blue Cross and Blue Shield in a partnership to ensure 
quality yet cost-effective health care. 
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Preferred Patient Care encourages patients to seek care from the 
PPO network of contracting hospitals and physicians who have agreed 
to participate in cost-saving reimbursement and utilization management 
programs. When patients use preferred providers, they pay a reduced 
share of the cost. 
Preferred Patient Care is the first PPO program to be offered in 
multiple locations throughout Florida. During 1984, press conferences 
and marketing campaigns were used to inform employers of the 
availability of Preferred Patient Care in the greater Jacksonville, Miami 
and Orlando areas. 
COST-EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVES TO INSURANCE 
As more customers learned about the benefits of health mainte-
nance organizations in 1984, enrollment increased and Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida intensified its HMO expansion and development. 
The company's third HMO, Health Options of Jacksonville, opened in 
October and by the end of the year 1,000 members were enrolled. Staffs 
were hired for HM Os in the greater Orlando, Pensacola and Tampa Bay 
areas. Contract negotiations with hospitals and physicians progressed 
toward 1985 openings of these three HM Os. 
Operational HMO affiliates significantly increased enrollment 
during 1984. Capital Health Plan in Tallahassee increased enrollment 
from 14 ,051 to approximately 25 ,000- a 78 percent gain. Enrollment 
in South Florida Group Health, serving Dade County, expanded by 30 
percent, from 8,432 to more than 11,000 members. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield began an HMO demonstration project 
with the federal government. Dade County senior citizens received 
benefits beyond traditional Medicare through the "Medicare and More" 
program offered through South Florida Group Health. Intense competi-
tion from other established HMO demonstrations and public attention 
given to competitors' problems thwarted enrollment efforts during 
1984. New marketing strategies and plans are under development to 
make "Medicare and More" competitive and better understood. 
RESPONDING TO CHANGING GOVERNMENT NEEDS 
The Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) contracts with 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield to administer Medicare A for hospitals and 
certain other institutions and agencies. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida also serves as the Part B carrier for the state. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield faced many 
challenges in responding to a variety of govern-
" 
ment initiatives aimed at reducing federal outlays for Medicare. Changes 
in claims processing, claims reviews, service and quality controls were 
mandated by HCFA or passed into law by Congress. 
During 1984, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida continued to con-
vert hospitals on their fiscal anniversaries to Medicare's new prospective 
payment system. The corporation received high performance ratings in 
1984 from HCFA for implementation of this major program change. 
During 1984, all Part A contractors adopted a uniform hospital 
billing form as mandated by HCFA. Although significant processing 
system changes and coordination were required, Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield converted most hospitals to the new system by June. Full imple-
mentation was achieved before HCFA's October deadline. 
A new claims processing system was key to the company's success 
in implementing so many Part A changes. The streamlined system 
improved claims processing efficiency. Expanded capabilities included 
automatic adjudication of end stage renal disease claims, and administra-
tion of Medicare's medical guidelines. These enhanced operational 
capabilities earned Blue Cross and Blue Shield high Part A performance 
ratings from HCFA. 
The federal Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 made major changes to 
the Medicare program. Both the Part A and Part B Divisions of the com-
pany worked closely with outpatient laboratories to adopt Medicare's 
new guidelines for laboratory claims and payment. 
The legislation also froze physicians ' Medicare fees for one year and 
created a physician participation program. Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
mailed and processed about 49,000 participation agreements. The Part B 
Division published and offered directories of physicians and organizations 
that joined the new program. 
Other 1984 Part B changes included implementation of a new 
narrative benefit explanation form and conversion to a nationwide com-
mon coding structure. HCFA gave high ratings for the company's smooth 
implementation of mandated changes. In the midst of making these 
changes, Blue Cross and Blue Shield also exceeded four HCFA standards 
for timely claims processing in 1984. 
For some segments of recipients or in certain situations, Medicare now 
pays secondarily to other coverages. During 1984, Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield established new units within Medicare A, B and private business 
operations to handle special processing of these particular claims. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield also furnished administrative services to 
the state of Florida's self-insured health benefits program for state 
employees. With benefit reductions to save costs to the state's traditional 
J,. 
program, enrollment fell by more than 10 percent during 1984. Many 
employees have been selecting HMO alternatives; approximately 7,500 
are enrolled in Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida's HM Os. In its 
interest to explore innovative alternatives to cost management, the state 
has supported Blue Cross and Blue Shield's development and expansion 
of both HM Os and PPOs. 
POSITIONING FOR THE FUTURE 
As price competition expanded beyond health care financing into 
the health care delivery system, it helped to revitalize Florida's health 
care marketplace. In addition to price and service competition from 
traditional competitors, Blue Cross and Blue Shield faced challenges 
from new entrants who integrated health care financing and delivery. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida's contracts with national 
employers headquartered outside of Florida increased by almost 13,000, 
for a 10.4 percent gain. Contracts under the Federal Employees Program 
(FEP) increased by 14,322, for a 25.3 percent gain. The majority of the 
FEP increase was due to a nationwide reallocation of contracts by zip 
code. On the down side, Florida employer contracts decreased by 15 
percent in 1984. Nearly half of this loss was in contracts with hospitals 
that were purchased by hospital chains or chose to become self-insured 
and/or competitors to Blue Cross and Blue Shield. 
Non-group contracts declined by 14 percent during 1984. Prior 
regulatory issues had prevented the company in recent years from 
making benefit or rating structure changes that would have made rates 
more competitive. However, varying cost options and new rating 
systems implemented in 1984 are expected to reverse the adverse selec-
tion by customers and help to stabilize rates. Actions planned for 1985, 
such as offering Preferred Patient Care to individuals, should enhance 
the company's position in the competitive marketplace. 
Overall the company lost contracts in 1984 to intensifying competi-
tion, although no single competitor gained more than five percent of 
cancellations. New competitors, such as HMOs and hospital corpora-
tions, had the greatest impact on sales. Competition from HM Os was 
particularly vigorous in the over-age-65 market. During 1984, 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield implemented many short-term 
corrective actions and long-term competitive strategies to 
strengthen its future market position. Efforts focused 
on four corporate priorities: superior customer 
service, claims cost management, community 
leadership and financial effectiveness. 
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SUPERIOR CUSTOMER SERVICE 
As a service organization, Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
helps ensure that consumers have ready access to quality 
health care. The value of that service is based on many 
attributes: cost, timeliness, accuracy, simplicity, fairness, 
convenience and courtesy. The corporation's performance 
in each of these areas is dependent upon coordination of 
its many functional elements. 
Because every department and employee contributes 
in some way to how well the company meets its customers' 
service expectations and needs, Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida established customer service as the highest 
corporate priority. During 1984, a work group was formed 
to address short-term improvements. Additionally, the 
company began charting long-range plans toward achieving 
a customer focus in every action taken or decision made. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield's service to its private 
business customers begins with the benefit design of its 
coverage options. Within traditional, Preferred Patient 
Care and HMO coverage, the corporation has included a 
wide range of comprehensive benefits for the services 
most needed by consumers. 
Administration of customers' coverage benefits requires 
sophisticated information systems for claims processing. 
During 1984, Blue Cross and Blue Shield adopted a com-
prehensive quality control program designed to avoid 
processing errors. Greater accuracy in claims processing 
will increase customer satisfaction. And with fewer inquiries 
on claims errors, Blue Cross and Blue Shield will save costs 
associated with responding to those inquiries and correcting 
the processing errors. 
Claims processing systems must keep pace with the 
corporation's rapidly changing business needs. During 
1984, special project teams conducted feasibility studies 
on how best to provide claims processing support for the 
company's expanding Preferred Patient Care and evolving 
traditional coverages. 
While projecting the company's future systems needs, 
these teams also worked on changes needed during 1984. 
A program was developed to apply medical policy in the 
system that adjudicates claims. Enhanced automation will 
ensure uniform and consistent administration of the 
medical guidelines to payment of customers' benefits. 
Manpower and utilization savings as high as $ 3 million are 
expected during the first year of the program's operation. 
When customers and consumers have questions about 
services provided by Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida, they deserve prompt, courteous and helpful 
responses to their inquiries. Customer inquiries increased 
in both number and complexity in 1984 as new programs 
were introduced and coverage changed in response to the 
changing marketplace. To meet customers' needs for 
information on these changes and other concerns, Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield undertook inquiry response im-prove 
- -





Early in 1984, a change in telephone systems, combined 
with increases in the number of inquiries, caused a problem 
in customer service access. Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
implemented a program to improve the rate of telephone 
blockage. Significant progress was made in 1984. As 
implementation continues through 1985, service standards 
must balance cost and value to achieve a superior level of 
customer service. 
In serving Medicare beneficiaries, the Medicare Part B 
Division of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida imple-
mented an improvement program for its toll-free telephone 
service. During 1984, blocked calls were decreased by 
50 percent through more and better trained service repre-
sentatives and the addition of telephone lines. 
Many special units were established during 1984 to 
better serve particular business segments. By specializing 
in one large account or type of coverage, service repre-
sentatives gained a greater understanding of customers' 
needs and coverage benefits. This specialized service 
approach was taken with the company's new Preferred 
Patient Care coverage. 
To achieve cost-savings, patients must understand 
their benefits and responsibilities under Preferred Patient 
Care. Because contracting providers bill Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield directly, all paperwork is eliminated for 
patients who use contracting physicians and hospitals. To 
help ensure consumers fully understand this new program, 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield provided toll-free telephone 
access to the Preferred Patient Care service unit. 
Knowledgeable service representatives are critical to 
achieving superior customer service. Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield has continued to expand and enhance training 
programs for representatives in the company's Jacksonville 
headquarters and 15 field offices. The company established 
a new field office service coordinator who will help 
decentralized services become more efficient and effective 
in 1985. 
Although improvements to several service aspects 
were made in 1984, the company has much work ahead in 
becoming more responsive to customer needs. Strategies 
will include ongoing improvements in selection and train-
ing of personnel, organization structure and work processes. 
As future plans are made and implemented, the dedication 
of Blue Cross and Blue Shield employees to meeting 
customer needs will allow the company to achieve 
superior customer service. 
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CLAIMS COST MANAGEMENT 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield has been adapting to the 
changing needs of health care providers and consumers by 
creating new partnerships that manage health care costs for 
customers. Effective cost management requires mechanisms 
to help ensure appropriate use of health care services and 
to help control the prices paid for those services. Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Florida's strategy for cost manage-
ment includes an array of programs that allow customers 
to lower their premium costs by acceptinga greater degree 
of responsibility for achieving savings. 
Health maintenance organizations have shown the 
greatest potential for managing costs. Under an HMO, 
members' benefits for non-emergency care are limited to 
services provided by contracting hospitals and physicians. 
Because health services are prepaid in the form of regular 
and predictable premiums, HMO members are not finan-
cially constrained from obtaining preventive care and 
services for the early detection and treatment of illness. 
With the initial success of HMO affiliates in Tallahassee 
and Miami, the board of directors of Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield approved in 1984 the establishment of Health 
Options, Inc. as the "umbrella" company for all Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Florida health maintenance organiza-
tions. At least 12 HM Os will operate under Health Options, 
E 
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Inc. by 1989, providing access to a Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield HMO in those service areas which account for at 
least 60 percent of Florida's population. 
The company's new PPO option, Preferred Patient 
Care, offers great cost-saving potential. Employers who 
enrolled in Preferred Patient Care during 1984 saved 13 to 
20 percent over traditional insurance premiums. 
Savings are achieved by offering patients financial 
incentives to receive non-emergency care from the PPO-
contracting hospitals and physicians. Preferred Patient 
Care selectively contracts with hospitals who demonstrate 
cost-efficiency. Innovative prospective reimbursement 
programs provide these hospitals with financial incentives 
for ongoing efficiency. Physicians agree to participate in 
utilization management programs. 
While developing new agreements with hospitals 
under HMOs and PPOs, Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield continued its 
traditional hospital reimbursement 
programs with its 247 contracting 
hospitals in Florida. Under these 
agreements, hospitals participated 
in the company's Hospital Charge 
Audit Program and Prospective 
Charge Payment Program. 
The Hospital Charge Audit Program allows the com-
pany to audit a random sample of each hospital's claims 
and then to make appropriate adjustments to the full amount 
paid. This cost-effective means of ensuring accurate bill-
ings resulted in net recoveries of over $ 5 million by Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield in 1984. 
Under the Prospective Charge Payment Program 
(PCPP), Blue Cross and Blue Shield evaluates hospitals' 
proposed charge increases by comparing them with pro-
jected revenues, anticipated expenses and the experience 
of their peer hospitals. During 1984, proposed increases 
were reduced by over $7 million as a result of PCPP 
negotiations. 
In creating utilization management programs, Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield has formed panels of local physi-
cians to develop guidelines based on community practice 
patterns. Three panels helped develop pre-admission 
certification guidelines for PPOs and another eight 
worked on programs for traditional insurance. 
One previously developed cost containment measure 
achieved even greater savings in 1984. By making changes 
to the Other Carrier Liability Program, savings of $38.9 
million were realized in 1984, compared to $19.7 million 
in 1983. By identifying the liabilities of other insurers for 
part or all of a claim before it is paid by Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield, the corporation saves costly recovery expenses 
for employers who elect to participate in this program. 
Successful management of employers' health care 
costs increasingly requires strong management of benefit 
use. During 1984, Blue Cross and Blue Shield helped 
employers to better understand benefits use and related 
costs through account-specific utilization and expenditure 
reports. The corporation's Utilization Analysis consultants 
worked with employer benefit managers to help them save 
health care dollars through better benefit design and 
management programs such as pre-admission certification. 
Effective data gathering and information management 
is also playing an important role in controlling costs and 
providing quality service. State of the art information 
systems enable Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida to be 
flexible enough to meet the needs of its customers and 
community base. 
The future success of the corporation demands 
superior customer service. It also requires intensive 
management of claims costs. To meet the competitive 
demands of the marketplace and the special needs of our 
customers, we are developing innovative products and 
services and implementing strong control systems. This 
foresight will place the corporation in an excellent position 
for the future. 
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COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP 
With more than 40 years of community-based 
experience, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Forida is uniquely 
qualified to understand Floridians' health care needs. 
During 1984, the company provided its counsel and 
expertise to support a variety of health-related efforts 
and programs. 
At the state level, Blue Cross and Blue Shield provided 
research support and leadership to the Governor's Task 
Force on Competition and Consumer Choices in Health 
Care in helping to develop a competitive model for cost 
containment. The legislation that resulted from this effort 
was the Health Care Consumer Protection and Awareness 
Act, signed into law by Governor Graham in May. By 
allowing free entry and open competition in the market-
place, this legislation has fostered innovation and 
stimulated price competition within Florida's health care 
system. 
President William E. Flaherty again was appointed to 
Florida's Hospital Cost Containment Board by Governor 
Graham. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida provided 
recommendations and counsel to the board that will 
enable it to better meet its challenges in 1985 with 
expanded authority over review of hospital budgets. 
With decreasing federal aid, financing of indigent 
health care has become a growing concern of Florida. 
During 1984, Blue Cross and Blue Shield examined the 
problem and alternative solutions and presented these 
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As Florida's business leaders examined the problem of 
escalating health care costs, Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
was called upon to give its perspective on alternative solu-
tions. Key presentations included a "summit meeting" on 
health care cost containment sponsored by the Associated 
Industries of Florida and a Corporate Health Care Cost 
Containment Symposium co-sponsored by Harris 
Corporation and Holmes Regional Medical Center. At each 
of these meetings with leading Florida employers, William 
E. Flaherty cited the need to stimulate many new programs 
based on price competition among the providers of care 
which, in turn, creates a positive incentive for efficiency. 
He also explained that governmental intervention needs to 
be reduced in support for a free market in health care. 
Similar presentations were made to civic and business 
groups throughout the state. As change in Florida's health 
care marketplace accelerated, numerous company spokes-
people were asked to help community leaders understand 
the implications of these changes. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield also sponsored a work-
shop for legislative aides of Florida District Congressional 
Offices. The company provided information on Medicare 
and its private health care financing programs to 
familiarize staff aides with programs of concern to their 
constituents and to engage them in dialogue about topics 
of mutual concern. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield participated in numerous 
programs designed to help Florida's older population 
understand its health care benefits. The company 
C) 
continued coordination of Medicare Beneficiary Advisory 
Councils in various parts of the state. These councils are 
composed of leaders of senior citizen organizations. 
Bringing the concerns of the constituents they represent, 
council members help Blue Cross and Blue Shield better 
understand the needs of Medicare beneficiaries. The 
discussions on timely topics enable these leaders to help 
their peers understand Medicare benefits, processes and 
program changes. 
Medicare's new prospective payment system for 
hospitals was a topic of great interest and concern to 
Florida's Medicare recipients. In conjunction with the 
American Association of Retired Persons, Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield participated in programs to help seniors 
understand the reasons for and impact of this change. 
Changes in Medicare were also a major concern of 
Florida's physicians in 1984. The corporation conducted 
seminars statewide to help physicians and their staffs 
understand the new Medicare physician participation 
program and other changes created by the Deficit Reduc-
tion Act of 1984. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida sponsored and 
participated in many continuing education programs for 
various allied health care professionals. Discussions on 
benefit trends and reimbursement guidelines will enable 
these health care professionals to better advise their patients 
on appropriate use of expanding alternative services. 
The company helped increase community awareness 
of health through participation in 
local health fairs and distribution of health education 
materials. The corporation's district offices participated 
in many fund-raising activities in support of non-profit 
health-related organizations. 
At the corporation's headquarters in Jacksonville, 
employees held special events and interacted with 
residents of a senior citizen center who were "adopted" 
through a Corporate Caring program. 
The involvement of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida employees is representative of the company's commit-
ment to community health care programs. An informed 
public will better understand and be more receptive to 
positive changes in the financing and delivery of health 
care services. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida is 
working with the community to help provide that education. 
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FINANCIAL EFFECTIVENESS 
After years of escalation, the rate of increase in Florida's 
health care costs moderated in 1984. Declines in both 
inflation rates and use of inpatient hospital services lowered 
claims expenses. As a result, several reductions were made 
to the corporation's trend forecast in the pricing of group 
insurance. 
The non-group market has been affected in much the 
same way. In Dimension III, implementation of area rating, 
combined with favorable trends, allowed a 15 percent 
average reduction in rates during the year. Variations ranged 
from a minimal increase to decreases of up to 3 5 percent 
in the lowest cost areas of Florida. Favorable trends and 
the new entry-age rating system for Complementary 
Coverage allowed Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida to 
increase benefits with no rate increase going into 1985. 
The company's operating expense ratio of 10.7 percent 
exceeded the original budgeted rate due to premium 
income falling below forecasts and increased expenses 
from expanded development of HM Os and PPOs. However, 
while these programs which manage claims costs cost 
more to operate, they clearly produce a greater value for 
the customer. 
Also, many of these initiatives of 1984. will place Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida in a much improved 
position for meeting future business needs. Investments in 
innovative programs exemplify the company's ongoing 
commitment to providing access to quality health care at 
the lowest possible prices. 
In administering customers' benefits, Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida processed more than 5 .1 million 
claims for insureds. As the Medicare Part B carrier for 
Florida, the company processed more than 16 million 
claims and paid almost $1.3 billion for beneficiaries' 
medical services. In administering Medicare Part A, more 
than 1.9 million claims from hospitals, skilled nursing 
facilities and home health agencies were processed. 
Medicare Part A benefits paid by Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida totalled nearly $2.6 billion. 
During 1984, more than 6.2 million "paperless" auto-
mated claims were transmitted to Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida and processed. Automated claims were approxi-
mately 25.2 percent of total claims receipts. The company's 
Provider Automated Services (PAS) Division installed more 
than 200 data terminals and medical billing computers in 
hospitals and physicians' offices during 1984. 
PAS also expanded marketing of data products and 
services to other Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans. Nine 
Plans were licensed to sell PAS products and services during 
1984, bringing PAS total license agreements to fourteen. 
In addition, Blue Cross of California agreed in 1984 to 
purchase PAS products. With more than 13 percent of all 
physicians in the country practicing in California, this sale 
holds particular financial potential to Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida. 
Financial effectiveness is an absolute requirement if Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida is to maintain a competitive 
position in the marketplace. By using product innovation, 
process improvements and advances in technology, the 
corporation will maintain its financial viability and meet 
the challenges of the future. This will enable Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield to best serve the citizens of Florida. 
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. 
Auditor's Report 
To the Board of Directors of 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida, Inc. : 
We have examined the combined balance sheets of Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. as of December 31, 1984 and 
1983, and the related combined statements of operations and 
policyholders' equity and changes in financial position for 
the years then ended. Our examinations were made in 
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and, 
accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records 
and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary 
in the circumstances. 
In our opinion, the combined financial statements referred to 
above present fairly the combined financial position of Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. at December 31, 1984 
and 1983 and the combined results of its operations and the 
changes in its financial position for the years then ended, in 
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles 
applied on a consistent basis. 
Jacksonville, Florida 
March 8, 1985 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. 
Combined Balance Sheets 




Fixed maturities, at amortized cost (market $45 ,217 in 1984 and $39,785 in 1983) 





Reimbursement contracts receivable 
Receivables 
Property and equipment 
Prepaid expenses and other assets 
Total assets 
LIABILITIES 
Liabilities for policyholder benefits: 
Claims outstanding 
Reimbursement contracts 
Total liabilities for policyholder benefits 
Provision for experience rating refunds 
Unearned premium income and unallocated receipts 
Deposits and advances 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 
Total liabilities 
Commitments (notes 6 and 7) 
POLICYHOLDERS' EQUITY 
Policyholders ' equity 
Total liabilities and policyholders' equity 















































Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. 
Combined Statements of Operations and Policyholders' Equity 





Total claims and operating expense 
Operating income (loss) 
Investment and other income 
Net income 
Policyholders' equity, beginning of year 
Current year unrealized losses on equity securities 
Policyholders' equity, end of year 
See accompanying notes to combined financial statements. 
.. 
1984 1983 




52,901 ( 6,024) 
202443 17,536 
73,344 11 ,512 
88,123 77,510 
( 492) ( 899) 
$ 1602975 88,123 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. 
Combined Statements of Changes in Financial Position 
for the years ended December 31, 1984 and 1983 
($000) 
Cash provided from operations: 
Net income 
Depreciation and amortization not requiring cash 
Decrease (increase) in certain assets : 
Interest receivable 
Reimbursement contracts receivable 
Receivables 
Prepaid expenses and other assets 
Increase (decrease) in certain liabilities: 
Liabilities for policyholder benefits 
Provision for experience rating refunds 
Unearned premium income and unallocated receipts 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 
Deposits and advances 
Cash provided from operations 
Proceeds from investments sold or matured: 
Fixed maturities 
Equity securities 
Total cash provided 
Cash was used for: 
Cost of investments purchased: 
Fixed maturities 
Equity securities 
Short-term investments, net 
Purchase of property and equipment 
Total cash used 
Increase in cash 




73,344 11 ,512 
4,267 3,542 
( 348) ( 1,370) 
( 9,902) (10,927) 
( 15,542) ( 4,788) 




( 4,823) 9,167 
702 2,039 
52,161 49,510 










Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. 
Notes to Combined Financial Statements 
December 31 , 1984 and 1983 
1. Organization 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. (the Plan), a not-
for-profit mutual insurance company, provides basic medical, 
hospitalization and other health benefits as well as major 
medical, comprehensive and complementary coverages. 
The Plan also processes claims for other Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield Plans' subscribers and for programs such as 
Medicare and Federal Employees Health Benefits Program 
(FEP). The Plan is a member of the Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield Association which establishes national policies and 
sets standards for the programs. 
2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies 
Combined Statements 
The combined financial statements include the accounts of 
the Plan, its wholly owned subsidiaries and affiliated com-
panies. All intercompany transactions have been eliminated 
in the combined financial statements. 
Investments 
Fixed maturities are carried at cost adjusted for amortiza-
tion of premium and discount. No provision has been 
made for the excess of amortized cost over market value 
since the Plan generally intends to hold these investments 
to maturity. 
Equity securities are carried at market value. Net unrealized 
investment gains at December 31, 1984 consists of gross 
unrealized gains of $2,772,000 and gross unrealized losses 
of $222,000. 
Short-term investments consist of U.S. Treasury bills and 
notes, repurchase agreements, commercial paper, and other 
federally insured investments. These investments are stated 
at amortized cost and mature within two years. 
Realized investment gains and losses are calculated on the basis 
of specific identification at the time securities are sold. The 
change in unrealized investment gains (losses) of equity 
securities is recorded in the policyholders' equity account. 
Premiums Earned 
Premiums are billed in advance of coverage periods and 
recognized as earned income when due. 
Property and Equipment 
Property and equipment are recorded at cost. Depreciation 
is computed on the straight-line method over the estimated 
useful lives of the assets. 
Liabilities for Policyholder Benefits 
The Plan accrues for incurred and unreported claims based 
on historical paid claims data and experience using actuari-
ally accepted statistical methods. The methods used in 
determining the liability are periodically reviewed and any 
adjustment resulting from these reviews is reflected in 
operations currently. Processing costs related to such 
claims are expensed as incurred. 
The liabilities for reimbursement contracts (National 
Accounts, FEP and Cost Plus contracts), are also established 
as receivables and thus have no effect on net income. 
Expense Reimbursement 
Operating expenses are allocated to various lines of business 
in order to determine the expense reimbursement due from 
Medicare, where the Plan acts as a fiscal intermediary, and 
also from FEP and other Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans 
for which the Plan processes claims. The Plan is reimbursed 
for either costs incurred or amounts based on predetermined 
budgets. Such reimbursements, $58,404,000 for 1984 and 
$52,656,000 for 1983, are offset against operating expenses 
in the accompanying financial statements. Reimbursements 
and claims payments are subject to audit by the respective 
agencies and any resulting adjustments are reflected in 
operations currently. 
Pension Plan 
The Plan's policy is to fund pension costs accrued which 
are composed of normal costs and amortization of prior 
service costs. 
Income Taxes 
The Plan and its affiliates are not-for-profit corporations 
exempt from Federal and State income taxes. Certain sub-
sidiaries are subject to Federal and State income taxes. 
At December 31, 1984, these subsidiaries have net operating 
loss carry forwards aggregating approximately $325,000 
which can be used to offset future taxable income, if any. 
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts 
The Plan provides an allowance for doubtful accounts based 
upon the expected collectibility of each type of account. 
Receivables have been reduced by the allowance for doubtful 
accounts of $6,086,000 and $6,389,000 at December 31, 
1984 and 1983, respectively. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. 
Notes (Continued) 





Total Property & Equipment 
Less Accumulated Depreciation 
Net Property & Equipment 

















The Plan serves as intermediary for the Medicare program 
and acts as administrator for the State of Florida - Employee 
Group Health Self-Insurance Plan. Claims relating to these 
programs, as shown in the following table, are not reflected 




Processed Amount Paid 
1984 1983 1984 1983 
Medicare 18,351 17,540 $3,854,533 3,620,413 
State of 
Florida 484 433 100,274 85,727 
5. Employee Pension Plan 
The Plan participates in a defined benefit, non-contributory 
pension plan for the benefit of all its employees. The pension 
plan is funded through the Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
National Retirement Trust, a collective investment trust 
which services the retirement programs of its participating 
employers. Pension expense was $2,709,000 and $1,375,000 
in 1984 and 1983, respectively. A comparison of accumu-
lated pension plan benefits and pension plan assets for the 
Plan is presented below ($000): 
Actuarial present value of 
accumulated plan benefits: 
Vested 
Non-vested 











The assumed rate of return used in determining the actuarial 
present value of accumulated pension plan benefits was 9% . 
6. Rentals Under Operating Leases 
The Plan and its affiliates lease office space, data processing 
equipment and automobiles. The leases in effect at 
December 31, 1984 expire on various dates through 1992. 
The following is a schedule of future approximate minimum 
rental payments due under operating leases that have initial 
or remaining non-cancellable lease terms in excess of one 


















Rental expense for 1984 and 1983 was $4,182,000 and 
$3,588,000 respectively. 
7. Affiliated Organizations 
Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) 
The Plan has several HM Os in operation throughout Florida. 
Some HM Os are wholly owned subsidiaries of the Plan 
while others are controlled by the plan through membership 
on the HM Os' Board of Directors. The Plan has made 
commitments aggregating $9,200,000 to the HMOs of 
which it has funded $3,260,000. 
Other Organizations 
The Plan has a wholly owned subsidiary that acts as agent 
or broker when group life and accident or disability insurance 
is sold as a package with the Plan's health coverage. 
The following is condensed financial information of the 
Plan's affiliates at December 31, 1984 and the year then 
ended (before eliminations; $000): 
HMOs OTHER 
Total assets $ 6,217 ___ill 
Total liabilities 6,208 780 
Fund balance (deficit) 9 Llli) 
Total liabilities and 
fund balance $ 6,217 ___ill 
Revenues $ 20,241 1,441 
Expenses 20,691 1,712 
Net Loss $( 450) LIB) 
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BOARD ACTIVITIES 
The board of directors of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
provides the corporation with knowledge and experience in a wide 
range of professions including general management, law, economics, 
and finance as well as health care. Of the 18 members of the board, 14 
represent the public and have backgrounds in Florida service industries, 
professions and community leadership. Of the four board members 
from the health care industry, two are physicians and two are former 
hospital administrators. All board members have distinguished 
themselves in their respective fields. 
In the midst of its structural reorganization, the board of directors 
continued to provide counsel and support during the year for ongoing 
corporate activities and the company's new business initiatives. 
Members of the board served on committees whose activities included 
the following: 
• Executive Committee (G. Hunter Gibbons, chairman): During 1984, 
the committee continued to oversee the company's operating plans, 
budget and key business needs. This committee evaluated and recom-
mended the changes in the board structure to enhance policy 
direction for the corporation in an increasingly competitive environ-
ment. This committee also evaluated active HMO negotiations and 
provided guidance in dealing with legislative and regulatory issues. 
• Alternative Delivery Systems Committee (William V. Roy, chairman): 
During 1984, the committee monitored and reviewed operational 
results of the company's health maintenance organizations: Capital 
Health Plan, South Florida Group Health, and Health Options of 
Jacksonville. Approval was given for the formation of a statewide 
HMO, Health Options, Inc., as a wholly owned subsidiary ofBlue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. Members of the committee were also 
active in development ofHMOs in the Orlando and Tampa Bay areas. 
• Audit Committee (Robert P. Evans, chairman): The committee met 
several times during the year to review and approve the financial state-
ment , audit plans and recommendations for improving internal 
controls that were prepared by both the Internal Audit Division and 
the company's independent auditors. 
• Contracting and Cost Containment Committee (Victor P. Leavengood, 
chairman): Guidance was provided on the development of preferred 
provider organizations and the committee monitored results of 
operating PPOs. The committee also reviewed and advised on the 
development of utilization management programs and research on 
new payment programs. 
• Finance Committee (Lewis A. Doman, Jr., chairman): During 1984, the 
committee continued to monitor performance of the company's 
investment portfolio. Additional responsibilities included review of 
financing alternatives for Health Options of Jacksonville and study of 
facility planning. 
• Nominating Committee (Helen B. Adams, chairwoman): The committee 
evaluated credentials of board member candidates and participated in 
the board restructure by recommending 18 members who were 
elected to the board at the annual meeting. G. Hunter Gibbons and 
Joseph G. Matthews, M.D., were reelected Chairman and Vice-
Chairman of the board. The committee also nominated candidates to 
serve on the executive committee. 
• Personnel and Compensation Committee (Edward L. Boykin, chair-
man): The committee is responsible for reviewing human resources 
programs for the company. In 1984, the committee reviewed market 
conditions and approved the Employee Compensation and Benefits 
Program. The cost containment aspects of the health benefit plan 
were monitored by the committee, as were the research and develop-
ment of incentive plans. 
Two advisory committees were established during the 1984 annual 
meeting to ensure a continuing dialogue with the provider and physician 
communities as the company develops financing and delivery 
innovations. They are: Institutional Services Advisory Committee 
(Sherwood D. Smith, chairman) and Professional Services Advisory 
Committee 0oseph G. Matthews, M.D. , chairman). 
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